
 



 

We came up with a unique for 

Russia format for holding children's 

mass activities using interactive 

glowing gadgets. 

MULTISAURS is an exciting journey into the world of dinosaurs. 
Do you want to know how these animals lived, what language they spoke? 
Each viewer has a chance to learn all the details from life of dinosaurs and 
complete a very difficult mission - save the mysterious island of dinosaurs from  
the fiery volcano. 
 
You should not be afraid, because at the show everyone has a unique 
multifunctional bracelet that will help control the elements and  
move through time. 
Throughout the show, the audience is accompanied  
by brave and kind heroes, played  
by professional actors. 
 

 

https://youtu.be/nSNCrtN9WgU


 

The auditorium is a mysterious island. 

Heroes, together with the audience, pass 230 million years, learn about the 

life of dinosaurs, try to speak the same language with them and complete a 

special mission - they save the island and the surrounding world from a 

raging volcano. 

Bright characters and cutting-edge individual bracelets help to accomplish  

the mission. 

 



 

NEW SHOW FORMAT FOR KIDS 

LIGHT GADGETS 
Controlled interactive glowing 

gadgets, used in the best European 
shows. 

UNIQUE VIDEO CONTENT 
Interactive entertaining and 
educational video content. 

KIND AND COURAGEOUS 
HEROES 

Our brave heroes teach mutual 
assistance, valor and courage. 

FOR CHILDREN 3 - 12 YEARS 
Our shows are attended by children 

with their parents, as well as by entire 
groups from elementary school. 

FOR VENUES UP TO 1500 
PERSONS 

The special content allows you to hold a 
show both in a chamber hall and on a 

huge venue. 

SHOW DURATION - 60 MIN 
We took into account the peculiarities 
of our young viewers, so our shows 

are dynamic and run for an hour. 

POSSIBLE 5 SHOWS A DAY 
Organizers can hold from 1 to 5 

shows per day and invite corporate 
clients to morning shows. 

CONTENT  
Content is not only entertaining, but 

also educational. 
 



 

BOOKING & SALES 
 

Renaissance & Teatro sul Lago Group  
P.O.Box 4415  - 6904 Lugano – Switzerland 

 
Info@julia-entertainment.com 

 
Phones (Whatsup, Telegram, Viber) 

 
+41 78 707 74 88  
+34 722 845 308 

 

www.julia-entertainment.com 

www.julia-entertainment.com

